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Abstract

Single image extreme Super Resolution (SR) is a difficult

task as scale factor in the order of 10X or greater is typi-

cally attempted. For instance, in the case of 16x upscale of

an image, a single pixel from a low resolution image gets ex-

panded to a 16x16 image patch. Such attempts often result

fuzzy quality and loss in details in reconstructed images.

To handle these difficulties, we propose a network architec-

ture composed of a series of connected blocks in recurrent

and feedback fashions for enhanced SR reconstruction. By

use of recurrent network, an SR image is refined over a se-

quence of enhancement stages in coarse to fine manner. Ad-

ditionally, each stage involves back projection of SR image

to LR images for continuously being refined during the se-

quence. According to the preliminary results of NTIRE 2020

Perceptual Extreme SR challenge, our team (KU ISPLB) se-

cured 6th place by PSNR and 7th place by SSIM among all

participants.

1. Introduction

Single image super-resolution (SISR) takes a low-

resolution image and estimates its high-resolution image.

An earlier method, such as bicubic interpolation, tries to

fill in missing information between pixels by interpolation,

thus it does not require training data [3, 7]. Although

these methods preserve gross image structures, the interpo-

lation schemes do not guarantee in recovering fine details

in HR (High Resolution) images, and often produce fuzzy

or blurred images. While it can be said that these meth-

ods exploit information from surrounding pixels, the meth-

ods have no means of recovering information from corre-

lations among image patches and their semantics. Learn-

ing based methods have shown to be effective in exploiting

these correlations when given a large set of labeled data.

As such, deep learning methods[9, 10, 16] have demon-

strated successes on restoring blurred parts into higher con-

Figure 1. The result of x16 super resolution of proposed model on

0821 from DIV2K validation set compared with baseline model

trast, essentially recovering fine image details. Among the

learning based models, one of the most widely used mod-

els is SRCNN[2]. It delivers super resolution in an end-to-

end fashion by using a convolution neural network (CNN),

and many of the later models are based on its architecture.

While its end-to-end structure is simple, due to its relatively



shallow depth, SRCNN does not fully exploit low level im-

age features for recovering fine details. Recently, many

learning based methods focusing on effective recovery of

high-frequency details have been proposed by employing

deeper network layers to capture low level features in an

end-to-end manner.

Previously, the learning-based model[1, 21, 23] and

other methods generally performed resolution restoration

on an x4 scale. However, with availability of greater com-

putational capacity, super resolution on higher scales has

been possible with increase in data set size[4]. Each time

the image scale is increased by a factor n, the image out-

put size increases to n squared. Accordingly, for nx super-

resolution reconstruction, the model needs to project one

pixel of a low image to a nxn pixel image patch. It also

means that the load of the Ground Truth images to be re-

flected in the learning process becomes significantly higher

by a factor n squared. Thus with a limited dataset, insuring

high SR performance becomes a major challenge.

In NTIRE 2020, an extreme super resolution of scale fac-

tor 16 for a given training / test dataset was defined as the

task. The training dataset consists of 8K dataset containing

high resolution images with dimension up to 5000x5000 or

more and low resolution images up to 500x500 dimension.

When a high resolution gets reduced in scale by 16 times,

loss of small details in HR image from down sampling pro-

cess poses as the main difficulty. Therefore, the key focus of

SR is to restore fine details lost in LR images to be similar

to the detail of GT images.

In this work, we develop a feedback recurrent neural

network that employs a recurrent structure coupled with a

feedback for enhancing low resolution images gradually to

solve NTIRE 2020 Image SR challenge. First, we abstract

and preserve salient features of Low Resolution (LR) image

input and sequentially transmit them to the next network

module through a residual dense network(RDN)[24] via an

upsampling network. Second, a reconstructed SR image at

the current stage is passed through a down-projection net-

work and merged with a previously enhanced LR image via

a 1X1 CONV layer to produce an improved LR image for

the next SR enhancement sequence.

In summary, our main contribution can be expressed in

three folds.

• We propose a feedback recurrent network (FBRNN)

architecture for enabling large scale super resolution

that effectively extracts features from the original LR

images progressively in a coarse to fine fashion by em-

ploying the structural framework of a recurrent net-

work.

• Inspired by DBPN[6] and SRFBN[12], we employ a

back projection approach, to gradually increase corre-

lated information previously learned from the training

data to the LR images sequentially for improved SR

reconstruction.

• For further improvement in LR image, we propose fus-

ing of a current LR image and its subsequent LR image

in an adaptive fashion.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

shows related works about recurrent and dense networks

for image SR. The proposed feed-back recurrent neural net-

work is described in Section 3. Section 4 provides details of

the training strategies and result descriptions of our exper-

iments. Lastly, we provide conclusive remarks in Section

5.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review some of the most widely used

SR methods including the state of the art methods. They are

broadly divided into feed-forward methods, recurrent meth-

ods, and feed-back networks. Their brief descriptions and

performances are presented.

2.1. Learning based image super resolution

Research on learning based image super resolution mod-

els has been active with the end-to-end model being the

most direct and intuitive model among them. In these im-

plementations, learning is driven by a Mean Squared Er-

ror(MSE) based loss function computed from reconstructed

SR and HR Ground Truth images in supervised learning

framework. One of the earlier models in this approach is

SRCNN which is composed of relatively small number of

CNN layers to develop mapping from LR images to HR im-

ages. EDSR[13], developed by Lim et al employed resid-

ual blocks, skip connections, and pixel shuffle, and demon-

strated robust state-of-the-art performance from multiple

datasets. Some studies focused on convergence of loss func-

tions when mapping from LR images to HR images. In

EEDS[20], convergence is accelerated by using a shallow

network while in many other studies the convergence prob-

lem was solved by applying a bias using a bicubic inter-

polation of LR resolution images. In addition, Generative

Adversarial Network (GAN) based on the perception driven

learning methods has been proposed for SR[19, 8, 18, 17].

2.2. Recurrent method image super resolution

The ultimate goal of image super-resolution is to obtain

robust performance in large SR scale factors. To do so, it

is necessary to exploit features of an LR image as much as

possible. In an end-to-end training method, the prior infor-

mation of the LR image can be well utilized iteratively or

recurrently in the steps of generating an SR image. RDN is

a network that exploits hierarchical characteristics from an

original LR image, and obtains reasonable performance by



Figure 2. The overall architecture of our proposed feedback recurrent neural network(FBRNN)

mixing global dense features and shallow features in an LR

space. Similarly, SRFBN proposed a top-down feedback

connection in the LR space, and enabled a fast and pow-

erful reconstruction with only a small number of param-

eters. SRFBN employs an error-based loss function from

HR space to LR space in a curriculum based learning type

approach in a coarse to fine fashion by utilizing a recurrent

architecture by repeatedly transferring high level informa-

tion at every step. Our proposed method is inspired in part

by SRFBN.

2.3. Back projection network

In addition to the end-to-end method of exploiting the

LR input image feature, a method for finally reflecting

information about the output image in the network back

to the input image has been proposed. The recently an-

nounced DPBN utilizes features of HR Space by repeat-

edly upsampling and downsampling from the feedback for-

mat. Also, according to the DPBN, characteristics of the

back projection network can ensure robust performance in

large scale factors.The feedback network, rather than the

one-way mapping feedforward network, ensures good per-

formance at large scale factors that are difficult to converge.

HBPN[14] is another latest study that utilizes the back pro-

jection block. It captures various spatial correlations using

the SR-HG module at all scales and performs softmax based

weighted reconstruction.

3. Proposed method

The key idea of the proposed method is repeated use and

refinement of lower resolution images in reconstruction of

SR in a recurrent structure with back projection of SR to LR

for sequential refinement of LR. The dimensional mismatch

in the back projection of reconstructed SR in each stage is

done by down sampling. At each sequence, embedded fea-

tures associated with SR reconstructed at each stage is com-

pared to embedded features of HR Ground Truth image for

a loss function.

3.1. Network design

As shown in Fig.2, our proposed FBRNN has t steps,

and in the subnetwork FB, it has B iterations of residual

dense block(RDB)s. First of all, we will denote conv(s, n)
and deconv(s, n) as a convolution layer and a deconvolu-

tion layer, respectively, where s is size of the filter and n

is number of filters. Our subnetwork consists of four parts.

In the first LR feature extraction(LFE) block, features of

low image are extracted. As [11] does, we adopt the FB

block and GFM module in our integrated network with the

feed-back(FB) block transmitting information from the low

dimensional space. In reconstruction block(RB), SR is con-

structed through four deconv layers and one 3x3 conv layer,

and a global skip connection through bicubic upsampling.

The down-projection block is performed through the same

four deconv layers step.

3.2. Downprojection network

The down-projection network is an important part of our

proposed model. Two main parts of the high scale super

resolution scheme are accurate projection of characteristics

of the SR space and the training of the model. In the case

of the feed-forward network, it is hard to say that the SR

image feature is repeatedly involved in training because the

SR image appears only once in the training process as end-

to-end training when computing the training loss.

L(θ) =

T
∑

t=1

∥

∥(ItHR − ItSR)
∥

∥

1
(1)



Our approach aims to change the same input LR image

to pass through the network in an iterative way where the

weight is tied at high scale super resolution, although the

existing method reflects the difference from the HR ground

truth in the loss. Therefore, we develop a feedback network

in a recurrent manner by adding a down-projection block to

the existing network so that an SR image in each iteration

is back-projected and merged with the current enhanced LR

image as follows.

LR0
+ = fBPB(SR0, LRup) (2)

LR1 = C0(LR+, LR0) (3)

Additionally, since the down-projection network needs to

down-project a high-dimensional image again, it is con-

structed in the same way as the previous deconv 4 times.

In other words, the down-projection block is inverse trans-

formation of the upscale network.

3.3. Sub networks

LRF block basically extracts features from an LR image

and LFB is composed of conv(3, 4n) and conv(s, n), and

n is the number of predefined channels.

LR0
in = fLFB(LR

0) (4)

LR0
in enters the feedback block composed of RDB. We

adopt FB sub network as RDB blocks are connected to make

up FB Block. B is a predefined number and each block

shares the weights. After passing through the FB, the out-

put enters the RB or passes through the GFM (gated feed-

back module) and all the output of RDB block are weighted

to the next FB module. The RB block is composed of 4

deconv layers and 1 3x3 conv layer, and it is suitable to

improve performance by passing the deconv layers sequen-

tially 4 times.

LR0
out = fRB(LR

0
out) (5)

This LR0
in enters the feedback block composed of RDB.

Prior to passing through the LFB, the same LR image

passes through the bicubic−upsampling block, which acts

as a global skip connection.

LRup = Bi up(LR0) (6)

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we first introduce the dataset with im-

plementation details and conduct a performance evaluation

of the proposed model and the state-of-the art models for

comparison.

Datasets and metrics. We use DIV8K[5] provided by

NTIRE 2020 as our training dataset with no extra dataset.

DIV 8K dataset consists of images with resolutions up to

8K, a training set of 1500, and a validation set of 100. PSNR

and SSIM are used as performance evaluation metrics. For

fair comparison, the same metrics are used for the baseline

models (e.g. SRFBN and DBPN). The validation set and

test set of DIV8K could not be used for experimental ver-

ification because the HR images were not made available.

Therefore, we verify the experimental performance using

the DIV2K validation set that has already been released.

Ensemble technique. Due to computational limitations,

patch size is set by 25x25 and augmentation is performed

with an ensemble technique of image patch rotation and

symmetry. The dataset is augmented in 8 folds.

4.1. Experiment analysis

We use PRELU[15] for all conv layers and deconv lay-

ers, 32 for the batch size, and 7 for the number of blocks.

Adam optimizer is used in the training process, with stride

of 16, padding of 2, and the kernel size of 20 is set for a

scale up of 16. In t = 3, that is, 3 iteration model, the num-

ber of parameters is 1.9M, the average runtime is 1.50s, and

the total runtime including storage time is 70s. This is the

highest PSNR among the models with the number of pa-

rameters (green line) below 10M as shown in Fig 3. In the

figure, the black dots represent GAN-loss models whereas

blue dots represent L1/L2 optimized loss models.

Figure 3. PSNR (db) vs number of parameters (M) of the proposed

model compared with other extreme models in the challenge

4.2. Qualitative result

To compare performances between state-of-the-art mod-

els and the proposed model, we conduct extensive exper-

iments using datasets such as Manga109, Urban100 and



x4 PSNR/SSIM Result on multiple dataset

Dataset bicubic SRCNN[7] EDSR[13] D-DBPN[1] SRFBN+[12] Ours

B100 25.96/0.6675 26.90/0.7284 27.71/0.7420 27.72/0.7400 27.77/0.7419 27.85/0.7485

Urban100 23.14/0.6577 24.52/0.7221 26.64/0.8033 26.38/0.7946 26.73/0.8043 27.22/0.8155

Manga109 24.89/0.7866 27.58/0.8555 31.02/0.9148 30.91/0.9137 31.15/0.9160 31.32/0.9117
Table 1. The result of x4 super resolution on our proposed model and other methods on various dataset

x16 PSNR/SSIM/LPIPS Result on challenge

Dataset bicubic upsampling winner-NTIRE20 winner-AIM19 Ours

DIV8K 24.22/0.6017/0.683 23.38/0.5504/0.348 25.63/0.6394/0.554 25.33/0.6299/0.582
Table 2. The result of challenge x16 super resolution on our proposed model.

x16 PSNR/SSIM Result on multiple dataset

Dataset D-DBPN[1] SRFBN+[12] Ours

DIV2K 27.16/0.6863 28.02/0.6992 28.58/0.7135

Manga109 18.15/0.5530 18.19/0.5725 18.01/0.5843

Urban100 18.86/0.4411 19.07/0.4574 19.32/0.4755

BSDS100 22.04/0.4849 22.36/0.5086 22.58/0.5098
Table 3. The result of x16 super resolution on our proposed model

and baseline methods on various dataset

BSDS100 as well as DIV2K validation set. Fig.4 shows

the results of 16 times super resolution for the DIV2K val-

idation set, and it is visually apparent that the proposed

model achieves superior detail in the SR image. Fig.5 and

Fig.6 show qualitative results in Manga109, Urban100, and

BSDS100, and these results also show that the proposed

model delivers robust performance. The baseline-1 and

baseline-2 presented in Figures 3 and 4 refer to DDBPN

and SRFBN, respectively. DDBPN is an improved version

of DBPN and we used the latest version for accurate com-

parison. While it is well known that GAN based SR tech-

niques usually deliver better detailed and realistic images,

the proposed method is shown to achieve good details and

realism, and also demonstrates high performances in terms

of quantitative metrics as will be described in the following

section.

4.3. Quantitative result

On experimental setting of zooming factor 16, the

datasets used in the quantitative result used full images,

but the DIV2K datasets are randomly cropped to 576x576

images to reduce experimental computation. Because of

the smaller LR size of the dataset, SR reconstruction was

found more difficult. Except in Manga109, the proposed

method achieves superior performance compared to the

baselines. Our model performance on the B100, Urban100,

and Manga109 datasets of zooming factor 4 is shown gen-

erally better than the baseline methods. Performance mea-

sures of ours, winner of AIM19 and NTIRE20 are presented

in NTIRE2020[22].

As can be seen in Table 2 and Figure 3, GAN based

methods generally show low PSNR and SSIM, but show

high performance on LPIPS. GAN based methods are

trained to produce realistic images with high contrast and

details. Thus they produce more real like images compared

to L1/L2 methods. However, they don’t necessarily per-

form well in terms of quantitative metrics. L1/L2 methods,

on the other hand, are trained to produce high pixel wise

accuracy. Therefore, these methods tend to perform well in

terms of PSNR and SSIM, however, they often produce im-

ages with fuzzy qualities and reduced details in extreme SR.

Our method is an l1/l2 optimized method such as AIM19

presented in Table 2, and should be distinguished from the

GAN methods aimed at restoring high frequency. In terms

of PSNR and SSIM, our model performed slightly less than

that of the aim19 winner or the best values shown in ntire20.

However, our model required the least number of parame-

ters and delivered reasonably high qualitative results com-

pared to the other L1/L2 based methods.

5. Conclusion

Inspired by the recent successful recurrent and back-

projection based learning approaches, we proposed a recur-

rent back projection learning method to solve SISR prob-

lem with extreme high scale super resolution. To tackle the

high scale problem, we developed a novel module which

combines a down-projection block and an upscale module

to create an improved LR image. Compared to the state-of-

the-art approaches,we secured better performance in several

types of datasets, and the output result images were shown

clearly sharper than the images of other prominent methods.
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Figure 4. The qualitative Image result on our proposed model and baseline methods on DIV2K validation dataset 0817, 0858, 0892, 0893,

0899.



Figure 5. The qualitative Image result on our proposed model and baseline methods on Manga109, Urban dataset
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